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Abstract 
Unstable states of a general type of many-body system characterized by a 
combination of outgoing waves and bound states in all channels are 
investigated. It is seen, that the timedevelopment in general will contain 
and the flow operator becomes 
-i 
JR = i(Ho - H O + ) R  = - 
both oscillating and exponentially decaying terms. (1 -4) 
where dS is the surface element of the sphere R, $+ and J/ are 
the creation and annihilation operators of the fermions. Ana- 
logue expressions may be written for any systems and JR 
contains the currents of the particles and the surface integral 
on the sphere of large R .  
In their physical consequences the different methods of 
l .  Introduction 
We shall here consider the problem of unstable states in the 
general case of a number of interacting particles and fields of 
different kinds. 
We assume that the system has a Hamiltonian H which 
includes all fields, responsible for the interactions, and that the 
system at time t = 0 is in the state la). The energy o f the  system 
is not sharply defined but the mean energy (a lHla)  is above 
describing decaying states Or in general, 
tially 11, 2, 3i * Our aim is therefore to point 
at Some general concepts and features Of decaying states Of 
are 
threshold for decay into two or more fragments, or it may 
decay by electromagnetic radiation etc. The state la) is approxi- 
mately confined in a volume 52,. 
Now, the time development of the system, which we shall 
only evaluate for t 2 0 is given by 
many-bodysystems. 
2. The Schrodinger equation for the unstable state 
Let us consider the Schrodinger equation 
Ia(t)) = e-intIa> (1.1) ( e - J Y ) $  = 0 (2.1) 
(Here and in the following h = 1). for various boundary conditions. The most appropriate method 
This time development may be studied by different methods for analysis of the solutions of (2.1) seems to us to be the pro- 
[ l ]  e.g. by means of an expansion of la(t)) in terms of the jection operators method [4]. 
stable eigenstates of H [2]. We shall here consider another Let P and 4 be Projection operators on the continuous and 
approach based on the boundary conditions corresponding to discrete spectrum of Some complete set of state vectors so 
The decay is accompanied by outflow of particles through a 
sphere of large radius R around the volume 52,. We shall assume 
that R is sufficiently large so all space integrals in H are t&en 
inside the sphere R. The total probability inside R A R ( t ) =  
J: ( 4 ~ / 3 )  drr2 (a(t)la(t)> is defined by the equation 
the decay of the system. p + q = 1  p 2 = p  q 2 = q  p q = o  
The choice Of Such a Set is determined by the system con- 
sidered. For instance, for nuclei it is natural to use the s& of 
eigenStateS Of the shell model Hamiltonian without residual 
interactions. 
The confined character of la) is given by 
a tAR( t )  = -JR( t )  J R ( t )  = b(t)lJRIa(t)) (1.2) q l a )  = a )  (2.2) 
AR(0) = 1 and R must be chosen larger than the characteristic dimension 
of the considered system of q states (atomic, nuclear etc.). Pro- (we use normalization in the volume 52,). We suppose that HR 
jecting with p and q,  we may write (2.1) as the system of has no complex interactions. Therefore JR f O  if the kinetic 
term PR is not hermitian for the decay problem. In the case equations 
e.g. of a system of nonrelativistic fermions the kinetic term (E - H Q q ) + ,  = Hqp $ p  $, = 4$ 
of H is 
( E - H ~ ~ ) $ ~  = &,$, Hqp qHp etc. (2.la) 
Now, instead of these equations let us consider the equations 
(not equivalent to (2.1)) with E as a parameter 
(1.3) 
1 
P R  = -- dr +; V 2  $r 2m r Q R  
- 
* Permanent address: Institute for Nuclear Research, 117312, MOSCOW, (En(E)--Hpq)lnq(E)) = JYqp Inp(€))  
(E - Hpp)  I np (€1) = Hp4 In, (e)) (2.3) USSR. 
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Because of the definition of p and q spaces In order to keep the boundary condition of the decay (outgoing 
waves) we may write 
, vp ( z ) )  = cp(z)Hpq l v q ( z ) ) ,  
H:, = Hqq;  H;, = Hqp JR = i(Hpp -H;,) (2.4) 
(note, that only the p-space is responsible for the outgoing 
waves). So we have from (2.3, 4) that the imaginary part of 
E,(€) is connected directly to the flow of particles 
1 
1 
E -Hpp - i a  G;(z> = exp [-$ a,) x (2.13) 
For example in the (academic) case of the nonrelativistic free- 
sinde-particle Green function we obtain 
2 ImE,(e) = - (~,(E)IJR In,(€)) (2.5) 
(%(€) In, (€1) 
In analogy to the boundary condition for discrete eigenstates 
(no particles in the continuous spectrum when Hpq +0) we 
may write In,(e)) for real E in the form 
ei(n- iy)n 
G;(n;z) = -- ___ n = Ir-rl 
2n n 
1 1 
In,(€)) = Hpq 1 nq (E)) (a + O+) (2.6) 
E - H p p  + ia 
If E is larger than the threshold energy Et of the continuous 
(2.14) 
Of HPP' the function, In , ( ' ) )  describes Outgoing From eq. (2.1 1) we have again the eigenvalue problem in the q 
particles due to the source Hpq In,(€)). Using (2.6) we have to 
remember that Hpp # GP and therefore e.g. we may write space 
(E,(z) - xq(z)) lv,(z)) = 0 1 1 1 
X xqcz> = HQ4 + ( z ) ,  A, (z> = H q p  G, (z)H,, (2.15) E-H;,  - i a  
1 It is easy to see that the solution of eq. (2.11) is connected to 
J R  E - - , ,  + i a  the solution of (2.3) by 
Iv,, ,(z)) = exp (- a,i lnp,q(e); 
- - -1- 
E -- Hpp + icy e - H i p  - ia 
(2.7) 
By substituting (2.6) into the first of eqs. (2.3) we have 
(&(E) - X&))ln,(+ = 0 (2.8) 
1 
E - Hpp + ia &(E) = Hqq f A,(€), A,(€) = HW - HP4 
This is an eigenvalue equation in the q space for the Hamiltonian 
$&(e), where e is considered as a parameter. 
(i) In the region of real E < et the Hamiltonian H,(E) is 
hermitian and the eigenvalues E,(€) are real and discrete for 
any interactions. Eq. (2.3) turns into eq. (2.1) if the roots of 
the equation 
En(€,) = en ( e n  < et) (2.9) 
exist. In this case we have simply 
H i n )  = €,In), In) = (In,(€))+ lnq(e)))e=e, 
Thus In) and E ,  are the eigenstates and eigenvalues of the dis- 
crete spectrum of the total Hamiltonian H ( ( n ,  IJln,) = 0). 
(ii) In the region of real € > e t  the eigenvalues E,(€) are 
complex and the solution of (2.9) does not exist. 
(iii) For the complex E ( E  + z = e - (ir/2)) eq. (2.3) can be 
(2.16) 
An equation, similar to (2.15) is given by Fonda and Newton 
It should be mentioned that for €,<et the width r, = O .  
Indeed from (2.16) one can see that if Im E,(€) = 0 the trivial 
solution is simply r, = 0 (in the region e < et only the stable 
states exist). 
(b) z tends towards $ from eq. (2.12) for Hpq + O .  In this 
case we may write 
PI .  
(2.17) 
From the first of these equations we have 
IP,) = (zp -Haq) HQp I P p )  (2.18) 
By substituting this eq. into (2.18) we obtain 
(zp - Hp(zp)) I$) = 0 
HP(z )  = Hpp + AP(z); A,(z) = H,,(z -Hqq)-'HqP (2.19) 
written in the form 
(E,(z) - H q q )  Ivq(z)) = H q p  Ivp(z>) 
Thus looking at the different regions of z (i) and (iii) we may 
conclude that the general solution of the coupled equations 
(2.1 1) with the decay boundary has the real discrete (Im z ,  = 
- (FJ2) = 0 when Re z ,  < Et) and complex eigenvalues r, > 0 
when Re z ,  > et ( z -Hpp) l vp ( z ) )  = HpqIvq(z ) )  ( z  = € - Z )  (2.11) 
Let us assume Hpq small. Then there are two cases 
energy 2; of the quasistable state q p :  
HPp(pp = @pp 
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Iv)  (Ivp(z))  + IVq(z)))z=e,-(irdz/z) 
where (a)z does not in the limit of Hpq - to  coincide with the 
(vIJRIv) r, = ~ 
(2.12) ( v l v )  0 - 0  i G  
2 
zp - E P  - 
(2.20) 
(2.21) 
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(3 -2) 
1 )  i exp -i eu-eUt -- (r, + rul) t nunut 2 Since the states [U) satisfy an eigenvalue equation (2.1 1) for the same Hamiltonian as that of the Schrodinger equation for la( t ) ) ,  an expansion of la(t)) in terms of the Iu) (even if these are not 
the usual Schrodinger eigenstates) will have time independent 
coefficients, when we let the \U) vectors have the time depen- 
dence given by 
lu ( t ) )  = Iu)-exp - 1  eu- -  
Since the Hamiltonian H contains all fields responsible for 
the interactions (electromagnetic mesonic etc.) the only stable 
state may be the ground state v = 0 of the system with the same 
number N of particles as in the initial state la). If such a state 
exists eq. (3.2) can be written in the form ( * (  ? ) t )  
(Iu) = Iv(0))) (2.22) I(ala(t))12 = I(Ola)I4 
So we write - formally, postponing the question of the validity 
(i.e. convergence etc.) of the expansion 
(2.23) exp (-9 t )  n,  
We shall now assume, that the q space consists of a finite 
number of vectors only, N q .  This is obviously the case with the 
space of nuclear shell model states. For Coulomb bound states, 
approximation or that high lying bound states must be included 
+ 1 ~ a l u ~ ~ i 3 l a ~ ~ a l i 3 ' ~ ~ v ' l a ~  x 
V , V ' # O  
(3 -3) 
it means that the potential must be treated in a screening 
in p-space; this is also necessary for our introduction of R,  since 
the radius of the Rydberg states goes to infinity as n 2 .  We see, 
i 
exp (- i (eu - evl - 2 (r, + 
that in the limit Of HPq OY we have Nq linear independent Thus in general the non-decay probability contains a constant 
vectors Jvq)t  and that if HP4 is increased in a 'On- term(ifthe ground state OfNparticles exists), purely exponential- 
Of type (a), except for very decaying and oscillating factors. If the ground state 10) for the 
tinuous way, within certain limits this must still be the case with 
special cases, which could be avoided by a negligibly small 
change of H. 
These I uq ) (for finite H p q )  are in general not orthogonal, but 
together with the solutions of 
ly decaying terms ( v  = v' in the third sum) and terms with both 
considered system of N particles does not exist we have only the 
sum of decaying and oscillating terms. 
The time-dependence of the probability (3.3) is general and 
independent of the choice of the initial state la). It is obvious 
the Ivq)  to 
(H,* 
they 
--E;)Iq = 0 (2.24) 
form a biorthogonal system 
( i 3 i I v q )  = 0, v '  # v (2.25) 
With the proper normalization of the Ivq ) we therefore have the 
completeness relation in q-space 
N q  
1 nUIvq)GqI = q nu = (i jq~vq)-'  (2.26) 
v =o 
that la) cannot be stable if la) f IO). 
The observation of details of the time-dependence of the 
confined system is complicated in experiments. Therefore 
usually only some decaying channels can be measured in time. 
In order to give the general scheme we consider the simple case 
of the decay in one channel. 
Suppose that the system of N nonrelativistic interacting 
fermions has no ground state but there is a stable state I N  for 
the system of N -  1 fermions. Therefore the initial state la) will 
emit one particle and turn into the state IX). Using the com- 
mutation relations for Fermi field operators and eq. (2.20) we 
may write 
( e u - ~ I ' v - H - T r - U r  $ , l u )  = 0, T, = - - V 2  1 i 2m 
(3.4) 
3. Time dependent description and conclusions 
We can now write (2.23) (t = 0) 
( IFq) = 4 IC)) (3.1) 
where we have used (2.26) and (2.2). 
at time t (non-decay probability) is by (2.22) given by 
The probability of finding the system in the initial state la) 
N q  
U, u t  
l(ala(t))l2 = 1 (a lu)Cla)(al i3 ' ) (v ' la> x 
Let us assume that V, is a mean one-particle potential. For 
the one particle "wave-function'' (overlap-function) 1+9~(r)  = 
(XI $, I v )  we have from eq. (3.4) 
( E u - + v - q -  v, $u(r) = ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ , ~ , ~ u ) ,  1 
SU, = V,-V,, E ,  = € , - E A ,  HIX) = €hlX) 
According to the decay boundary condition we may write 
From (3.5) we obtain the amplitude of finding the system of 
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N -  1 particles in the stable state I A )  and one particle at the 
point r a t  time t 
(A  I6 U, $r I V )  (;IO) (3 a 
For large r % R, (R, is the characteristic size of the volume a,) 
(3.6) has the form 
i(x, - ir,)r - i -; L)t), 
(3.7) 
Using the completeness at time t = 0 one can obtain 
$ , ( r , t=O)  = (AI$,lu) = 0 r > R (3.8) 
(Remember that in the state la)  all particles are confined in the 
volume a,). Therefore the exponential dependence on r in (3.7) 
that each term of the sum is proportional to er,“ does not 
mean divergence of $,(r, t). The physical meaning of the t- and 
r-dependence of $=(r, t )  are well known from the one par- 
ticle decay theory [SI. We may consider different decays 
(electromagnetic, two particles etc.) by using the same method 
of commutation relations and equations of motion for different 
field operators. 
The general form (3.3) of the probability describes any decay 
of any system of particles but in practice some details of the 
time-dependence can be observed only in molecular and atomic 
experiments (e.g. the oscillations of the probability). 
The detailed behaviour of decaying states has been discussed 
by many authors, see particularly the review of Fonda, Ghirardi 
and Rimini [ I ]  and references in that, especially [7].  The 
present work adds little to this discussion. Our aim has rather 
been to point at a common framework, which could be useful 
for a general understanding of the concept of decaying states of 
resonances. Particularly the (limited) freedom of choice of p -  
and q-spaces seems to correspond well to a limited freedom in 
the description of a decaying state. The condition, that Hpq is 
small is the main feature of the division into p -  and q-spaces, and 
it corresponds to our mind to a necessary condition for the 
introduction of the concept of decaying states. 
One of the authors (G.V.) wants to thank A. Bohr, D.-0. 
Riska and S .  Akulinitshev for fruitful discussions. 
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